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Chapter 1: Conceptual Process
1.1 La Boheme
Giacomo Puccini’s La Boheme is a story about life, the hard truths, and the
beautiful moments. It’s a story about four friends living their lives together in the
Victorian slums of 1840’s Paris. All of them are scholars or artists trying to make
ends meet but taking time to enjoy the small miracles of life that happen everyday.
At my first meeting with director Andrea Dorf McGray, she shared her desire
in expressing the struggle and plight of the bohemians without losing the soft amour
of the art happening at the time. Andrea and I talked about drawing influence from
the impressionist painters such as Pissarro, Monet, and Cezanne as it was important to
both of us to capture an artistic, painterly quality for the production. When the idea of
using projections as backdrops first came up, using watercolor paintings as the
skyline was my immediate idea. This allowed us to create a softer, more poetic world
clearly inspired by the paintings in my research.
However, Andrea and I also talked about how the Bohemian life in Paris is
both “a charming and terrible life.” Paris is a city where people live stacked on top of
each other; where hanging laundry might be the only privacy between you and your
neighbor; where choosing between shelter and food is common practice, but still a
place where a beautiful dream is enough to keep you full.
Andrea expressed how she wanted the stage to feel dense and crowded, much
like the streets of Paris, where people squeeze by and walk over each other, this
particular moment would be emphasized in the market scene of act two. And although
life in Paris might be harsh, especially in the colder months when we enter the opera,
1

the warmth of the characters passion, love, and relationships fills the stage with a
romance that shapes the entire opera through a lens of grace and happiness.
Using my inspirations from the impressionist movement, I approached my
scenic design with bold strokes. I imagined building the largest structures of
distressed wooden beams, reminiscent of the beams comprising the interior of the
large garret where our characters live. Worn and quilted patchworks of fabric hang
from wooden posts to give homage to laundry hanging out to dry. Freestanding
chimneys surround the stage to hint at the Parisian cityscape while also supporting the
view of the opening and closing acts, which take place high above the streets.
Over the course of a year, we follow these characters as they find and lose
love. Their lives intertwine and revolve together, churning and flowing. Just as the
seasons change, the turntable revolves in the floor and the projections of city
horizons, glinting stars, and falling snow fade and swell around them. The set of
French doors evolve from an entrance to the garret, to a storefront window, and the
city gates outside Paris, while the images surrounding them evoke the seasons and the
emotions with shifting colors and city views.
While designing two fundamentally different operas, the intimidating
challenge set before me is one I immediately recognized. However knowing where
the obstructions lay made it all the more possible to overcome them in a creative
matter. I worried about fitting all of the flying scenery and struggled with learning
new technologies I’ve never used before for the projections, but I tried to remember
the approach to life written in La Boheme’s libretto.
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Puccini’s characters struggle with life as artists. Living in the slums of mid19th Century Paris, they sing of love that gently plucks on the heartstrings of
Bohemians and dances in the souls of young lovers. They care only of their next glass
of wine and the next great poem in their minds. This is an opera that continually gave
me chills every night I heard the notes of “Musetta’s Walz”. It’s a production written
so beautifully and inspired by some of the most moving artwork ever painted that to
simply honor this beauty is all I wanted. I strived to be a part of love that was being
sung about on stage. If I could embrace that within my design I would be successful.
In the final moment, the sky grows to the deepest fiery red and cocoons the
garret in a warm embrace. Everything stops and the world holds these characters
while they cry together and hold each other; while the audience learns the truth
behind Rodolfo’s words, “the most divine poetry is that which teaches us to love;”
and while I, the designer, truly feel successful.
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1.2 Idomeneo
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart’s Idomeno is a story of epic proportions; a story
of gods and monsters, of life and death, of good and evil, and the importance of
loyalty, family, and honor. It’s a story of man, a leader, a king, Idomeneo, lost during
a time of war. Swallowed by the sea and thought dead until he makes a deal with
Neptune, the god of the oceans, to spare him his life in exchange for the life of the
first person he sees ashore. The first soul he comes into contact with once his feet
touch land is his very own son, Idamante. The young prince is wandering the beach,
grieving the news of his father’s death and contemplating not only his new rise to
power and his recent title of King, but also his love for the young princess refugee
he’s just captured from the warring enemy.
The first thing I talked about with the director, Pat Diamond, is the weight of
this piece. The sheer mass of a story of a man cruelly twisted in the hands of fate,
whose life is bound by pain and tribulation, as he laments his choice for life at the
expense of his sons, and his panicked attempts to save the only world he knows. We
both agreed it’s a heavy opera, with delicate music, but nonetheless extremely
masculine and dense.
It was important to Pat to make the subject matter accessible to today’s
audience. Pat’s approach to achieving this was getting rid of the idea of monsters or
gods and rather make it a story of one mans struggle within himself; an internal war
of guilt, moral responsibility, and honor. He decided to change the deus-ex-machina
from being the actual incarnation of Neptune on Earth, coming to save Idamante from
sacrifice, to instead an internal voice of conscience speaking to Idomeno.
4

We also decided that instead of setting in ancient Greece, like the libretto calls
for, we updated it to modern “Corporate America”. The thought behind this
conceptual approach was to reflect the shift in idolatry: from worshiping nature or
ancient gods, to worshipping the almighty dollar. We began realizing through early
conversations and research, that whether it’s a religious temple, the lobby of a
Fortune 500 company, or a government building, many of these locations share
similar architecture. Large imposing structures; huge, brooding, artworks; a sense that
the individual is very small and the focus is on the power you are standing before. I
aimed to create a space where reverence felt as if it was being demanded.
This idea led me to my idea for the central sculpture. I wanted one large
metaphor sitting at the center of this design. It was important to me to create a
sculpture that was abstract enough that the audience would question its purpose.
Whether it was representing ancient gods to be worshipped, or a statue representing
the rule of a harsh dictator, or if just simply artwork used to decorate the lobby of a
business, I wanted to audience to wonder what it would do. Until finally used in the
“scena ultima” as a sacrificial altar, it could represent any one or all these things.
Pat also wanted to make sure that the past of this society was not lost. He
stressed that these are people who live near the ocean. Water historically being the
single thing that sustained them, it was even worshipped in their past. The
juxtaposition of the ancient with a new contemporary twist brought me to the idea of
scabbing fresh white trim and paneling onto water stained surfaces. Ultimately how
the columns turned out, this response was to the old versus the new regime. I wanted
to pay homage to just how deeply an idea is ingrained in their culture, but at the same
5

time showing how they have drifted away from it and have almost disgraced their
own history. This is also when Pat first got the idea about projections being used so
intensely.
Projections being used as a backdrop to this design was discussed at the
beginning of the design process, but was never imaged to be in the scale it became.
The projections became the constant landscape, looming over every note of the
production. It was the visual representation of the inner turmoil Idomeneo felt, and
thus became the singular most impactful design element scenically.
As the weight on the projection design became more apparent, there were
many hurdles and obstacles that sometimes made the path guiding my way disappear.
At times, my process became more obscured than in any other project I have ever
worked on; but this challenging experience is what made the end result that much
more effective. As the weight of this design became more oppressive, I could relate to
the harsh brutality Idomeneo faced. Although my struggle was merely artistic and I
was not faced with the inevitable death of my only son, the panic was shared, and the
projected churning image was a chaos I understood.
With all of these various concerns and ideas distilled down, it became obvious
to me that what was needed was a space which felt ominous. I wanted to create an
environment reminiscent of a time past but with a new regime being placed over it. I
wanted to create a powerful image with serious emotional weight, leaving a person
waiting for the moment the hammer will drop.

6

Chapter 2: The Design Process
2.1 Visual Research La Boheme
The research phase for La Boheme was important because of historical
accuracy. Being that it was set in a real place, Paris, at a real time, 1840, it was
important to stay grounded in the period aesthetically. Every design choice was first
based in reality, and then adjusted for artistic quality. Qualities like abstraction of
line, form, and color; broad strokes; and the poetry of subject matter; inspirations
which I found in French Impressionist painters like Pissarro, Cezanne, and Manet.

1. Historical Research
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2. Garret research

3. Wooden beams and mix matched furniture
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4. Strong use of diagonal line and visual beam structure

5. Paris garret
Dirty texture and monochromatic color. Prominent beam structure.
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6. Obscured and dirty vision of Paris, influenced design of garret

7. “A Soup Kitchen during the Siege of Paris, after 1870” Henri Pille
Design color palette
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8. “Der arme Poet”, Carl Spitzweg ,1839
Garret research. Tight quarters

9. Bohemian life style. Texture and color research.
Influenced the use of fabrics and clothing in design.
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10. Parisian café. c.1850 (digitally enhanced)

11. The garret is used as an art studio. c.1890
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12. “Garret at No. 10, Hollybush-Place”
The Illustrated London News, 24th October, 1863

13. “Les Toits de Paris,” Cezanne, 1881
Inspiration for projections in Act 1 & 4
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14. Representation of the cramped living quarters of Bohemian Parisians
Image supplied by Dir. Andrea Dorf McGray

15. Period image of city life
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16. “Dance at Le moulin de la Galette” Renior 1876

17. “Le Quais Malaquais et l’Institut”, Camille Pissarro, 1903
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18. Paris chimneys with broken plaster

19. Paris rooftops with prominent chimneys
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20. Tight city streets, Paris

21. Gate within city, Paris
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2.2 Visual Research Idomeneo
The research phase for Idomeneo was important for clarifying conceptual
avenues. Seeing that the initial idea had moved away from the literal libretto and
became rather abstract, bringing in tangible research could get all collaborators out of
speaking in poetry and see the concepts that Pat and I were envisioning.
One of my main avenues was water and the sheer power it embodies.
Representing the cultural heritage while also being a powerful and forceful element, it
helped support an epic story. I felt I could express the weight of the opera in this way.
Another avenue was corporate business and the worship of financial goals, reflecting
on the unyielding strength of the subject but also hinting at the ancient religions that
have been forgotten by the new regime in the story.

1. Water was used as metaphor for power while also representing religion, ancient culture,
and conscience. Being the element once worshipped but not now abandoned.
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2. Large dense materials and dams were used to symbolize holding
back the ways of old, i.e. water.

3. Concrete and water
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4. Water damage and ancient architecture

5. Large imposing structure gives a serious, ominous
feeling, while remaining sleek and modern
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6. Dense concrete dam

7. Modern architecture mimicking an ancient temple. Corporate lobby or cathedral? The
difference is what’s being worshipped inside.
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8. Massive lobby sculpture

9. Imposing stone monolith surrounded by concrete
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10. Corporate lobby made of the same materials as dam

11. Open lobby with large stone sculpture in center, as if being worshipped
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12. Temple, palace, or business firm, architecture is similarly serious. Providing a
intimidating ambiance

13. Modern artwork made to look ancient. Reminiscent of ancient temples without same
meaning
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14. Large hand structure first talked about in reference to corporate lobby art. Also honors the
size and omnipotence of ancient gods

15. Hand representation used to reference the hands of fate and the gods, Neptune
specifically, who makes a cameo in Act 3
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16. The old versus the new regime is reoccurring theme in the design. The juxtaposition of
classic design with a contemporary twist was very important.

17. Example of contemporary lobby design on a large scale
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2.3 Renderings La Boheme

Initial sketches were from the perspective of placing the entire design on a
turntable, and transforming the set in a complete 180-degree turn. It helped
considering that there are three very different locations in this opera, but it was
important to me that I had clear interiors and exteriors. Eventually, we all settled on
the idea of making a shell, or outer design, which a turntable could fit into and the
space itself was flexible enough to be both exterior and interior.

27
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2.4 Renderings Idomeneo

First round of sketches were trying to find a massive imposing structure while
still incorporating the ideas of water, ancient vs. contemporary, and religious worship.
The final Photoshop rendering is fairly close to the final design, with the exception of
losing the large wall structure. Pat Diamond wanted it to feel more open, to allow the
air into the design, to give a feeling of costal living, looking out onto the water.

29
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2.5 Scale Model La Boheme
The final look isn’t too far from the last sketch. Keeping the outer shell the
same throughout the opera, the door and furniture rotate on the turn-table creating
new locations. The door evolves from the garret entrance, to a shop window, to a city
gate. The clothing lines idea was rejected by Andrea Dorf McGray, as she thought it
made it feel too “country”, so instead it was changed to a more abstract design of
muslin patchwork banners. They give the same feeling without being too obvious for
the director.
The image upstage was projected onto an RP screen, which changed in each
act depending on the location. The projected images were influence by the
Impressionist style to evoke an emotional quality while looking painterly and artistic.
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Act 1 – The garret, Autumn.

Act 2 – The street market, Autumn night.
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Act 3 – Outside the city gates, Winter.
Snow will be projected on black scrim with actually snow falling in front

Act 4 – The garret, Spring.
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2.6 Scale Model Idomeneo
The final look for the Idomeneo design was simplified and strengthened. The
only vertical, sizable structures the columns. The columns were still treated, as was
all the concrete surfaces, with the water stained drip marks reminiscent of the dam
imagery we’ve seen previously. With a pristinely clean white trim and paneling added
to the base; almost like a new regime came in and tried to update the room, slapping a
new face on the columns of yesterday. The hand structure remains in homage to
either corporate power, a crushing dictatorship or, ultimately, a sacrificial alter to an
ancient god. The cracks in the welded steel plates that make up the structure were left
open, to reveal the inner glow of revelation and purity as we later hear the voice of
god.
All displayed before a large projection screen, which will later be used to
create purely emotional landscapes; where sky and water mix together to an abstract
image. In removing the center wall of the last sketch, made this landscape even more
powerful.
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2.7 Projections

Andrea was resolute about her interest in using projections for La Boheme, but
using them primarily as a backdrop. I was able to use actual painted imagery to help
reinforce the poetic and artistic qualities I was aiming for in the entire design, but
with the flexibility of projections to allow a shifting of images between acts that was
more efficient than painted drops.

“Boulevard Montmartre,” Camille Pissarro, 1897

36

“San Giorgio Maggiore at Dusk” Claude Monet, 1908

“Paris Street, Rainy Day,” Gustave Caillebotte, 1877
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Pat was also very persistent on the use of projections in Idomeneo, but in a
more interactive way. Using them as a moving representation of the inner turmoil
Idomeneo felt, but also tying them to the cultural connection their society had to the
water. Showing that even as far as they have strayed and struggled to cover up what
they once were, its so deeply a part of them it’s how their emotions manifest
physically.

Olafur Eliasson’s “Notion Motion” exibit became the guiding
impulse behind the projection design

38

Chapter 3: The Production Process
Once the design is finalized, the realization of that design takes over.
Communicating the design to the shops, fabricating pieces as the designer yourself,
and overseeing the process is vital. Certain tools and paperwork became necessary to
translate an artistic vision to the real, tangible, stage. Drafting plates for the scene
shop, paint elevations for the scenic charge, props book for the properties manager,
and in my case, the actual filming process for projection designs, are recorded as
follows.

3.1 Drafting Packet
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44

45
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3.2 Paint Elevations

50

La Boheme - Wood Sample – Full scale
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3.3 Unit Lists

Production Services Scenic Piece List
La Boheme
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
KAY THEATRE
Plate
#
(of
drawings)

Unit
(on plate)

Post
Structures
Permanent
Posts
Hard
Portals
Hanging
Soft Goods
Deck
RP Screen

Description
(movement, weight, location,
materials, quantity)

Made of 4x4 posts. Made
to resemble interior
structures in Parisian
garrets. 8” at widest
points.

4x4 single posts
Flat grey. Has 1x trim
around opening.
Quilted with different
textured and patterned
fabrics. Hung from post
structures in three places.
Wooden plank floor. 12”
high. Overhangs orchestra
pit.

Director: ANDREA DORF MCGRAY
Scenic Designer: JAKE K. EWONUS
Lighting Designer: ANDREW CISSNA

Notes
(research, images, websites)

Flys out of sight for Idomeneo.
Permanent. Idomeneo columns cover these when flown in
Remains for both operas

Reuse the Midsummer floor

Black full stage RP
screen.

Turn Table

12” wide round turn
table

French
Door Unit

Free standing frame made
of 4x4 posts. Stands on
turntable

Must be removable. Doors open for act three and a chain is
draped in door frame.

Free standing chimney
stuctures with partial
slate roofs at base.

Must be rolled off stage for Idomeneo. Smoke (haze) should
be able to come from stacks.

Chimneys

360 degrees in counter clockwise direction

The piece list function is to provide descriptive information for preferred construction methods, materials,
research, and suggested aesthetic designs. This list will accompany the design package for the production.
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Production Services Scenic Piece List
IDOMENEO
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
KAY THEATRE
Plate
#
(of
drawings)

Unit
(on plate)

Columns

Concrete
Platform
and Steps
Hard
Portals

Hand
Sculpture

Deck
RP Screen

Description
(movement, weight, location,
materials, quantity)

30’ tall columns. Two
sided, might need to
hinge. Painted to look
like concrete. Five foot
tall wainscoting at base,
may need to be
removable.
11’x11’. 6” step up to
12” platform. Holds
hand sculpture. 4’ round
2” pool of water with
small bubbler imbedded
in it.
Flat grey. Has 1x trim
around opening.

Abstract hand sculpture.
Approx. 8’ tall. Appears
to be steel plates bolted
to a cage structure
skeleton
Wooden plank floor. 12”
high. Overhangs
orchestra pit.
Black full stage RP
screen.

Director: PAT DIAMOND
Scenic Designer: JAKE K. EWONUS
Lighting Designer: ANDREW CISSNA

Notes
(research, images, websites)

Flys out of sight for La Boheme. Flys in to cover 4x4 wooden
posts that remain in floor from La Boheme.

Needs to roll off stage for La Boheme
Remains for both operas

Reuse the Midsummer floor

The piece list function is to provide descriptive information for preferred construction methods, materials,
research, and suggested aesthetic designs. This list will accompany the design package for the production.
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3.4 Lineset Schedule

Kay Theatre Standard Lineset Schedule

Line #

Fixed Position
Can Not
Change

1

Hard Header

2

Main Drape

Standard Use

Notes

Show
Name:

LA BOHEME Revision Date:
&
2/21
IDOMENEO

Position

Requested Use (List ALL linesets
to be used)

Line #

1'-0"

Dedicated Hard Header

1

Has Traveler Track

1'-6"

Dedicated Main Drape

2

IDOMENEO COLUMN

3

3

Border #1

May interfere with Main Drape if use is changed

2'-0"

4

Leg #1

May interfere with 1st Electric if use is changed

2'-6"

Blocked by 1st Electric*

3'-0"

SNOW BAG

5

3'-6"

BLOCK BY SNOW BAG

6

SNOW BAG

7

5
6

First Electric

7

Blocked by 1st Electric*

4'-0"

8

Blocked by 1st Electric*

4'-6"

4

8

9

5'-0"

PORTAL 1

9

10

5'-6"

BLACK SCRIM

10

11

6'-0"

IDOMENEO COLUMN

11

12

6'-6"

LA BOHEME FLAG SWAG

12

13

7'-0"

14

7'-6"

LA BOHEME MUSLIN SWAG

14

LA BOHEME "A"

15

15

Border #2

8'-0"

16

Leg #2

8'-6"

17

Blocked by 2nd Electric*

9'-0"

18

Blocked by 2nd Electric*

9'-6"

19

Second Electric

10'-0"

13

16
LA BOHEME MUSLIN SWAG

17
18

PORTAL 2

19

20

Blocked by 2nd Electric*

10-6"

21

Blocked by 2nd Electric*

11'-0"

LA BOHEME "C"

21

11-6"

IDOMENEO COLUMN

22

US-DS pipe

Dedicated SL Tab

23

US-DS pipe

Dedicated Stage Left LX Ladder

24

22
23
24

SL Tab
Stage Left LX
Ladder

Offstage Blackout

25

13'-6"

26

14'-0"

27

14'-6"

28

Border #3

15'-0"

29

Leg #3

15'-6"

30

16'-0"

20

25
LA BOHEME "B"

26
27

LA BOHEME CHNESE LANTERNS

28
29

IDOMENEO COLUMN

30

31

Blocked by 3rd Electric*

16'-6"

31

32

Blocked by 3rd Electric*

17'-0"

32

33

Third Electric

17'-6"

34

Blocked by 3rd Electric*

18'-0"

35

Blocked by 3rd Electric*

18'-6"

33
1ST ELECTRIC

34
35

36

19'-0"

37

19'-6"

36

38

20'-0"

38

39

20'-6"

39

BLACK RP SCREEN

37

40

Border #4

21'-0"

41

Leg #4

21'-6"

2ND ELECTRIC

41

22'-0"

Dedicated Mid Stage Traveler

42

42
43

Mid Stage
Traveler
Black RP
Screen

40

22'-6"

43

44

Blocked by 4th Electric*

23'-0"

44

45

Blocked by 4th Electric*

23'-6"

45
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3.5 Props List & Research Book La Boheme

Production Services Props List
Department: SOM - Maryland Opera Studio
Show: La Boheme
Space: Kay Theater
Pro
p#

Prop

Description

Director: Andrea Dorf McGray
Designer: Jake Ewonus
Version: Final 1-22-13
Qty.

(location, paint, function)

Tec
h Perf
Y/N Y/N Y/N

Reh

Notes

FURNITURE AND SET DRESSING
1

Ladder

2 Stool
3 Table
4 Chairs
5 Stove

6 Small
table/shelf
7 unit
Armchair
8 Small table

9 Tables/Ven
dors Cart
10 Small table
11 Set dressing
for Food
table (Act 2)

Acts 1 & 4 - Marcello's work station

1

Acts 1 & 4 - for in front of the easel
Acts 1,2,4; Doubles as vegitable
vendor table approx. 4' x 2.5'
Act 1 -5 simple assorted bentwood
type chairs
Acts 1 & 4 - must have door that
opens/way to put ripped paper &
small log into it; would be great to
see firelight emanating from this
opening
Acts 1, 2 & 4 - where groceries get
struck to in Act 1 & Act 4.
Act 1; feminine; for 6' tall woman;
Mimi's workplace
Act 1; Approx 18" x 18" by 18" tall;
converts in Act 2 to Milliner's table;
repeat in Act 4
Act 2 - vendors (Food;
Clothing/Jewelry); approx 4' x 2'
Act 2 - vendor (Birds/Flowers);
approx 2' x 18"
Oranges; dates; hot chestnuts;
carrots; whipped cream; caramels;
nougat; coconut milk; & various
knick-knacks/trinkets; packaged for
selling where appropriate

1
1

Used as Easel/ Not
Load Bearing

5
1

1
1

CUT

1

2
1

CUT
*Some items need to
be removable chorus will buy
Assorted from Props
Warehouse
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12 Set dressing Jewelry, including cross necklaces &
Clothing/
brooches; rosaries; 1 coral necklace;
Jewelry
Colline's coat (costume piece);
shoes; jackets; shawls
13 Set dressing Hat stand with 3 hats - Mimi's pink
for
bonnet (costume piece) is one of
Milliner's
them
table (Act 2)
14 Set dressing
for
Instrument/
Books table
(Act 2)
15 Set dressing
Flowers
/Birds

On hangers, will be
hung on scenery to
be sold.
*Some items need to
be removable chorus will buy
Assorted from Props
Warehouse
*Some items need to
be removable chorus will buy
Assorted from Props
Warehouse
Hung on scenery for
Act 2

Lots of books - some rare/antique
(Colline buys one); several musical
instruments, including a horn & a
pipe (Schaunard buys)
Sparrows & Finches (in cages);
bunches of flowers

16 Round café Act 2 - café style, iron pedestal; 2
tables
top and 4 top.
17 Bench
Act 3; approx 4'; no back; rurallooking; outside bench; weatherbeaten
18 Bench
Act 3- Inside Inn, with back

2
1

1

CUT

HAND PROPS
19 Canvas in
progress oil paint

Act 1 - set on the ladder/easel

20 Paint
Act 1 - well-used
21 Jar w/ paint Acts 1 & 4 - well-used
brushes
22 Loose
Acts 1 & 4 - Rodolfo's writing
sheets of
materials
paper can Acts 1 & 4 - Rodolfo's writing
23 Small
w/ pen &
materials
24 pencils
Plays &
Act 1 - Rodolfo's oeuvre - stacked in
Poems
a haphazard pile
25 Candlestick Act 1- Candles shuld be mismatched
w/candle
and different heights

1

finished version of
canvas is the
hanging sign in Act 3

1
1

many
pieces
2

practical
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26 Candle &
Lantern

Act 1 - Mimi's

27 Fire starter Acts 1 & 4
28 Books

29 Wood logs

30 Cigars

Act 1 & 4; variety of sizes/widths philosophy type; bound with leather
thong ONE MUST FIT IN
COLLINE'S COAT POCKETS
Act 1; enough to create a small
armful - one should be able to put
one into stove
Act 1; wrapped in paper (or however
they would've come from the shop)

31 Wine
bottles
32 Coins
33 Cold roast

Acts 1 - 3
All acts
Act 1; small to medium; wrapped in
paper
34 Fruit pie
Act 1; small to medium; with cloth
covering
35 Newspaper Act 1; gets spread as tablecloth
36 Plates
Act 1; medium dinner sized;
old/cracked
37 Silverware Act 1; beat-up
38 Glasses
Act 1; variety of shape/size/color;
not matching
39 Rent bill
Act 1
40 Sewing
Act 1; with spools, needle, thimble,
basket
etc.
41 Embroidery Act 1; Mimi's work - with rose in
piece
midst of being embroidered
42 Vase
Act 1; feminine; with a single "live"
red rose
43 Paper
all acts
44 money
Key on
Act 1; for Mimi's room
ribbon
45 Pitcher
46 Hat box
47 Basket of
Prunes

Acts 1 & 4; as if for water
Act 2 - gets Mimi's pink bonnet put
in it
Act 2; for a strolling vendor

1

practical

used 4
times
5

Matches
1 Must be 8.5 x 11
Red \Burgandy and
Old
No
Graphic covers

4

4
TBD!

One Decanter

1
4
4 sets
10

5 for café, uniformed
look

2
1
1
1
TBD
1
1
3
1

Two must be
attached together
Taken from off of
vegetable cart
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48 Beer

6

49
50
51
52
53

1
2
2
4
7

54

Act 2 - café - in bottles (period?) - or
glasses
Liqueur
Act 2 - café; cherry liqueur
bottle
Liqueur
Act 2 - café
glasses
Menus
Act 2 - café
Coffee cups Act 2 - café
Cloth
Act 2 - café
napkins
Plates
Act 2 - café; non-breakable (one gets

thrown)
55 Money
Act 2 - for Vendors
bags/boxes
56 Café food
Act 2 at the café: roasted vension;
items
turkey; lobster without the shell;
fancy cream-based dessert; chicken - serving of each for 1 person

4

57 Shopping
bags/boxes
58 Café check
59 Cigarettes
60 Trays
61 Ashtrays

Act 2 - Musetta's purchases; fancy
stores
Act 2 - in leather folder
Act 3 - puff-puffs
Act 2 - for waiters while serving
Act 3

2
12
TBD
2

62
63
64
65

Act 3 - milkmaids' (rustic)
Act 3 - for streetsweepers
Act 3 - for customs' guards
Act 3 - for officer

7
TBD
1
1

Baskets
Brooms
Rifle
Pistol

Act 3

1

67 Canvas

Act 4 - 18 x 24 Watercolor of
Musetta unfinished
Act 4 - scattered on floor - starting
of Musetta's
Act 4 - Twin sized, Or a bench.

1

69 Bed

70 Large pillow Act 4 - on the bed
71 Bread
Act 4 - small loaf; roughlooking/hearty
72 Herring
Act 4 - salted; wrapped in paper
73 Fireplace
Act 4; poker or brush for cleaning
tool
stove pipe

Different, cheap.
Coffee cans etc.
Not edible

5

66 Deck of
cards

68 Sketches

CUT

5

Does not need to
match

CUT, now a sword

serveral
1

1
1
1
1

Could be bench
inside Inn in Act 3,
doubles as bed
Aged/yellowed

used in "sword" fight
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74 Paint brush Act 4; the pole that painters attach
extension
to their brush to paint in out-ofreach places; needs to be sturdy
75 Lantern
Act 3- Hangs in the doorway
76 Sign
Act 3- Painting from Act 1 framed,
Battle of the Amazons
77 Chain
Act 3- Rusty

1

78 Medicine
bottle
79 Toy Pole

1

Act 4: for liquid medicine; palmsized
Act 2, Pole with various toys
hanging from it. For vendor

used in "sword" fight

Sign hangs from
under painting

CUT
1

NEW

CONSUMABLES
79 Manuscript Act 1- Rodolfo's play in 5 acts - ea.
act bound
80 Food at café Act 2, hidden behind fake food
81 Newspaper Act 4

gets ripped up in
performance
most likely apples
ripped up to be
"plates"
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Properties Reference Image Book – La Boheme
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Properties Reference Image Book – La Boheme
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3.6 Props List & Research Book Idomeneo

Production Services Props List
Department: SOM - Maryland Opera Studio
Show: Idomeneo
Space: Kay Theater
Prop
#

Prop

Description
(location, paint, function)

Director: Pat Diamond
Designer: Jake Ewonus
Version: Final 1-22-13
Qty. Reh Tech Perf
Y/N Y/N Y/N

Notes

FURNITURE AND SET DRESSING
1

Table

2

Chair

3

Valet Stand

4

Hand

5
6

Ledger
Pen

7
8
9

HAND PROPS

Luggage
Book

Professional Looking
to be used with Ledger
Number TBD - will be used by
Chorus (as Refugees)
Large book (9'x14' -ish)

tbd
1

Weapons

Pistols, Rifles

14

2 Handguns, 8 AK47s,
4 Rifles

CONSUMABLES
None currently
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3.7 Projections
The projection design was probably the most challenging area in which I
worked. From the beginning of the project, projections were talked about by both
directors as being an integral part of the design vision. Although Andrea wished to
use them as more of an environmental backdrop and Pat wanted them to be more
interactive, it became apparent early on that digital media would be a part of these
productions. Within much later discussions, it was decided that I would be designing
them. And because I don’t have any formal training in projections, this became a very
experimental process with a lot of hands-on activity, testing materials and translating
video to see what I might be able to do. This allowed me to actually discover, in the
most honest and organic fashion, what this design would look like.
With La Boheme, most of my process involved finding the right images and
digitally altering/manipulating them to the more abstract and painterly quality I was
looking for. However, with Idomeneo, it was more first-hand approach. Based on
many discussions with Pat, I spent a good deal of time filming water in a nine-foot
long inflatable pool in the lighting studio. With the camera running and a couple of
two by fours, I was able to manipulate the ripples into the shapes I wanted and using
digital video editing I completed the content for the projections.
Although I used two completely different approaches to the media and with
very little knowledge of exactly how it would be done, I feel that the end result was a
beautiful and subtle way to illuminate the emotional landscape for both productions.
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La Boheme

Act 1 - View from garret accentuating with fall colors

Act 2 - Open sky allows shows romantic night sky outdoors while also
allowing a cleaner palette for flying scenery to use as a backdrop.
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Act 3 - Outside city limits. This became backdrop to flurrying snow falling downstage

Act 4 – View from garret accentuated with spring sunrise colors.
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Idomeneo

The setup for filming the water sequences. Low tech meets media.
A camera, 265 gallons of water, a Fresnel lamp, and a couple of 2x4’s required.

My assistant Andrew Cohen and I manipulating the surface of the water with 2x4s.
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Projection Example 1 - “Confusion”

Projection Example 2 - “Brooding & Disturbed“
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Projection Example 3 - “Panic”

Projection Example 4 - “Sorrowful”
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Chapter 4: The Finished Production
4.1 La Boheme
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4.2 Idomeneo
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